Hi everyone,
I hope you all are doing well and staying healthy! Here is
the science packet for the week. There are also some
answer sheets attached at the end of the packet if you
would like to check your work. Most of the work is new
information and new learning, so please reach out if you
have any questions. I will be checking my phone and Dojo
regularly.
I am also here to just want to say hi! I miss you all and
can’t wait until we are back in school together.
Cyber hugs,
Ms. Budd

Force
“Throw me the ball! The catcher yells as a runner comes towards home
plate. How do you get the ball to the catcher? You throw it! Throwing the
ball, or moving it in any way, would change the position that the ball was in.
Any change in the position of an object is called motion.
Motion is something that occurs any time that an object moves from
one place, or position, to another. The ball that was thrown was in motion.
The person running toward home plate was also in motion. Objects like the
person and the ball don t move on their own. You have to use a force to
move an object. A force is a push or a pull. A push of an object would move
it farther away from you, but a pull would bring the object closer.
Any change in motion requires a force. You can use a force to start a
ball in motion. You can also use a force to stop the ball or slow it down. You
could use a force to change the direction of an object as well. The stronger
the force, the bigger the change in motion will be.
There are two kinds of forces, balanced forces and unbalanced forces.
Pretend you are playing tug of war. If one person pulls on one side of the
rope, that would be an unbalanced force, and would cause the rope to move.
If two people are pulling on opposite ends of the rope with the same force,
the forces would be balanced. When forces are balanced, the object does
not move.
There is one force on Earth that affects the
runner, the ball, the rope, and even you! The force is called
gravity. Gravity pulls objects toward each other. The Earth
has gravity. The gravity of the Earth pulls people and
other objects toward it and keeps us from floating off
of the planet.
Gravity doesn t have to touch you to act on
you. Objects with greater mass have greater gravity.
You have gravity, but since the Earth has more mass, it s
gravity is stronger. Force is a push or pull, and gravity is
one of the greatest forces of all.
Third-A-Palooza

Force
1. RI.2 What is the main idea of the text?

2. RI.4 Look at the underlined word, “position. What is the meaning of this
word as used in the text?

3. RI.1 What is motion?

4. RI.3 What is the effect of Earth s gravity on people and
other objects?

Third-A-Palooza

Motion
Any time an object changes position is motion. You use force to change
the position of an object, or put the object in motion. When you apply force
to an object, energy passes between the object and the force. You can
describe changes in motion by describing an object s distance, direction, or
speed.
Distance describes length. You can measure how far an object has
travelled. If you throw a ball, you could measure the distance between you
and where the ball lands. The measurement would be the distance that the
ball travelled. If you apply a greater force to the ball, and throw it again,
it will go farther. To make an object go a greater distance, you need to
apply greater force. That means you would have to push or pull the object
harder.
Direction describes the path an object follows. If you throw a ball,
you can describe which direction it went. If you threw the ball up, then up
would be the direction it went. If you throw a ball to your left, then the
direction it went would be left. Direction is another way to describe the
change in an object s position.
You can describe an object s speed. Speed tells you how fast or slow an
object is travelling. A car has more speed than the ball that you threw.
Speed is another way to describe a change in position, or the
motion of an object.
Motion is a change in the position of an object. You
can describe a change in motion by telling about an object s
speed, distance, or direction.

Third-A-Palooza

Motion
1. RI.1 What are the three ways you can describe the motion of an object.

2. RI.1 Give an example of motion you have seen today.

3. RI.1 What was the author s purpose? To inform, entertain, or persuade?

4. RI.1 What is motion?

5. RI.1 Pretend you are throwing a ball from your desk. Where
did it go? Use speed, distance, and direction to describe
where the ball went.

Third-A-Palooza

Directions: Fill out the graphic
organizer with information you learned
about motion.

Speed:

Name:__________________&

Distance:

Motion
Position:

Direction:

Third-A-Palooza

Name%__________________________________________%%Date%___________________%

Force and Motion
Directions: Use the words in the word bank to complete a summary about Force
and Motion. Use each word only once.

speed
forces

reference
motion

direction
position

velocity
friction

acceleration
gravity

You can describe the _______________ of an object by saying it is
moving in a straight line or is curved around another object. You can
also describe where an object is by its _______________ in relation to
another object. The second object acts as a _______________ point.
When an object changes position, you know it has motion.
Motion can also be described by finding an object’s _______________, or
how fast or slow it moves in a certain amount of time. In addition, you
can describe the object’s speed AND direction together. This is called
_______________.
There are some ways objects in motion are affected. _______________,
or pushes and pulls, affect the motion of an object. _______________ is
a force that pulls objects down to Earth. _______________ is a force
that slows things down or can even make them stop.
Did you know acceleration means more than the increase of an object’s
speed? It also describes an object that is slowing down or changing
_______________. Since acceleration is a change in speed or direction,
that means, _______________ is a change in velocity!$$
$
$
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Force and Motion

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
jivey

Name:

Vocabulary sheet
● acceleration: changing speed or direction
● inertia: an object in motion will stay in motion and an
object at rest will stay at rest
● friction: works against motion by rubbing the object
against the surface it is moving on.
● Force: a push or pull that makes something go into
motion
● Motion: changing location or moving from one place to
another
● Gravity: a force that pulls things towards the center of
the earth
● Push: applying force on something to move it away
● Pull: applying force on something to move it towards or
with you

Newton’s First law: An object in motion will remain in
motion and an object at rest will remain at rest unless
acted upon by an outside force (inertia)
○ You will always go the same speed and direction
unless something hits you or moves you.
However, friction can change your speed
○ Gravity will also bring a ball going in the air straight
to the ground

Name:
Directions: Watch video with the link provided below
(STEMonstrations: Newton's Second Law of Motion). After watching
the video, answer the video comprehension questions below.
https://youtu.be/sPZ2bjW53c8
1. How does the amount of mass an object has affect its
acceleration?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2. Which object accelerated the fastest?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
3. Which object accelerated the slowest?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_____________________________________________

Newton’s Second Law of Motion: The second law states that the greater the mass of
an object, the more force it will take to accelerate the object. This also means that the
harder yo kick a ball the farther it will go.
1. Directions: Fill in the venn diagram below to compare and contrast Newton’s
First and Second laws of Motion.

Newton’s First Law 


Both



Newton’s Second Law

Have you ever heard of Sir Isaac Newton? His
ideas and discoveries show up in many popular
amusement park rides.

Newton was an English scientist who lived
from 1642 to 1727. He published a book in 1687
about one of the most powerful forces in the
universe—gravity. Gravity is the force that keeps
planets in their orbits. It’s also the force that
makes your stomach feel like it’s floating around
loose inside you when you’re on a thrill ride.

You experience Newton’s first law every
time you pick up a pencil. This law states that
motionless objects won’t move unless a force,
such as gravity, acts on them. It also says that
objects already in motion will keep moving
unless a force, such as friction, acts on them.
The tendency of objects to remain either still
or in motion is called inertia.
Now, think about a bumper car ride. You’re
cruising around and spot your best friend in
a car against the rail. You bear down at full
speed and deliver a wallop. What happens to

If Newton could choose a favorite thrill
ride today, it might be the bumper cars. He
formulated three important laws of motion
that govern how objects react to forces.
A bumper car ride is the perfect place to
see how Newton’s laws operate in real life.
Bumper car rides are one place where people
try to crash into each other!
© Learning A–Z All rights reserved.
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you in your car? You feel a big bump because
of Newton’s first law. Your body (along with your
car) was in motion. When you smacked into your
friend’s car, your car suddenly stopped. Your
body wanted to keep going in the direction it had
been moving, but the safety belt, attached to the
car, brought you up short!
Newton’s second law says that the bigger and
heavier an object is, the greater the force needed
to move it. That’s why it is easier for you to push
a shoe box than a lawn mower. This law also
explains why bumper car drivers who weigh less
get bumped around more than those who weigh
more. If you would rather be a “bumper” than
a “bumpee,” consider filling your backpack with
weights before climbing into your bumper car!

Another place to see this law in action is
when you swim. You push back on the water, and
the water pushes you forward.
So, the next time you climb into a bumper
car, think of Sir Isaac. He never rode a bumper
car, but the laws of motion he discovered are the
reason bumper cars
DID YOU
KNOW?
are loved by people
Sir Isaac Newton had
everywhere.
many interests. He first
became famous for
inventing a telescope
when he was only 25.

Sir Isaac’s third law of motion explains what
happens when two bumper cars ram into each
other head-on. If both cars (plus their drivers)
weigh the same and are going at the same
speed, they will bounce backwards the same
distance. Newton found that for every action,
such as the crash of two bumper cars, there is
an equal reaction in the opposite direction.

© Learning A–Z All rights reserved.
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STUDENT RESPONSE SHEET

INDIVIDUAL READING

Name
Key Question

How do amusement parks use the laws of force and motion to
make rides fun?
On Your Own
1. Read the Key Question. Then read the article. Look for details that
help you answer the Key Question. Circle or underline these details in
the article.
2. Now look back at the article. Record information about each type of ride
mentioned and the forces made use of by each one.

Name of Ride

Force/Motion Concepts in Use on Ride

3. Think about the Key Question. Write your answer to the Key Question
using the details you found in the article you read.

My First Answer

© Learning A–Z All rights reserved.
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Science Shorts

Newton’s Laws of Motion

© LaFountaine of Knowledge 2019

Science Shorts

Newton’s Laws of Motion

© LaFountaine of Knowledge 2019

ANSWER'KEY'
Name%__________________________________________%%Date%___________________%

Force and Motion
Directions: Use the words in the word bank to complete a summary about Force
and Motion. Use each word only once.

speed
forces

reference
motion

direction
position

velocity
friction

acceleration
gravity

MOTION'
You can describe the _______________
of an object by saying it is
moving in a straight line or is curved around another object. You can
POSITION'
also describe where an object is by its _______________
in relation to
REFERENCE' point.
another object. The second object acts as a _______________
When an object changes position, you know it has motion.
SPEED'
Motion can also be described by finding an object’s _______________,
or
how fast or slow it moves in a certain amount of time. In addition, you
can describe the object’s speed AND direction together. This is called
VELOCITY'
_______________.
FORCES'
There are some ways objects in motion are affected. _______________,
GRAVITY'
or pushes and pulls, affect the motion of an object. _______________
is
FRICTION' is a force
a force that pulls objects down to Earth. _______________
that slows things down or can even make them stop.
Did you know acceleration means more than the increase of an object’s
speed? It also describes an object that is slowing down or changing
DIRECTION'
_______________.
Since acceleration is a change in speed or direction,
that means, ACCELERATION'
_______________ is a change in velocity!$
The$Teachaholic$©2012$

DECIMALS AND FRACTIONS: TENTHS
This video is a recap of the lesson we completed on Thursday- before we left school!
We practiced converting fractions with a denominator of 10 into decimals with a digit in the
tenths place. Remember this chart?

Take a look at this video for a refresher :)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGB8G_wCziA
******

UNDERSTANDING FRACTIONS
This is a good video to reinforce the foundation of fractions, as well as what we know about
equivalent fractions (they take up the same amount of space!) . I LOVE how hands on this
lesson is. Definitely try it out!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PmWnMtLBJZM

(it says you need construction paper, but any paper would be fine- especially if you color it :) )

Word Problems. Solve the problem
Dawn has 67 apples and Kim has 43 apples.
They use 26 apples to make apple pie’s for
their church bake sale. How many apple’s do
they have left?
A.) 84 apples
B.) 136 apples
C.) 110 apples
D.) 26 apples

Shannon and her husband, Bryan went
shopping. They each bought 10 new shirts.
Shannon returned 3 of her new shirts to the
store. How many shirts do Shannon and
Bryan have?
A.) 20 shirts
B.) 7 shirts
C.) 17 shirts
D.) 5 shirts
Gina has 20 groups of 10 pencils. 137 are
sharpened. How many dull pencils does Gina
have?
A.) 200 dull pencils
B.) 137 dull word problems
C.) 63 dull pencils
D.) 83 dull pencils

Kyle had 17 cookies and then he bought 25
more cookies. He wants to share them
between himself and 6 friends. How many
cookies will each friend get?
A.) 42 cookies
B.) 7 cookies
C.) 6 cookies
D.) 8 cookies

Loren has 500 pieces of paper. She wants to
place them into 10 equal groups. How many
pieces of paper will be in each group?
A.) 5 pieces of paper
B.) 50 pieces of paper
C.) 10 pieces of paper
D.) 500 pieces of paper

Mike has 4 quarters and 2 dimes for bus fare.
The bus ride will take 25 minutes. If the bus
ride costs $0.75, how much money will he
have left?
A.) $0.25
B.) $0.35
C.) $0.45
D.) $0.50

Alex has 145 marbles. 33 marbles are green
and 57 are blue. The rest of the marbles are
red. How many red marbles does Alex have?
A.) 90 red marbles
B.) 55 red marbles
C.) 145 red marbles
D.) 65 red marbles

Ben and D’angelo went fishing. They each
caught 11 fish. For dinner, they each ate 2
fish. How many fish do Ben and D’angelo
have now?
A.) 22 fish
B.) 20 fish
C.) 18 fish
D.) 9 fish

The price of bread was $1.29, but it increased
by 8 cents. The price of a gallon of milk is
$2.49. What was the new price of the bread?
A.) $1.21
B.) $1.36
C.) $1.37
D.) $1.39

Name: __________________________

Comparing Fractions
1.

Jenny had a pizza that was divided into 8 equal
slices. She ate 3 of them.
Danny has a pizza that is the same size, but his is
divided into 4 equal slices. He ate 3 slices of his pizza.
Who ate more pizza?
answer: ____________

2.

Kim made two pies that were exactly the same size.
The first pie was a cherry pie, which she cut into
6 equal slices. The second was a pumpkin pie,
which she cut into 12 equal pieces.
Kim takes her pies to a party. People eat 3 slices
of cherry pie and 6 slices of pumpkin pie.
Did people eat more cherry pie or pumpkin pie?
answer: ____________

3.

Jarred has two cakes that are the same size.
The first cake was chocolate, which he cut
12 equal parts. The second cake was marble,
which he cut into 6 equal parts.
His family eats 5 slices of chocolate cake and
3 slices of marble cake.
Did they eat more chocolate cake or marble cake?
answer: ____________

4.

Jeremy bakes two pans of brownies that are
the same size. One pan has nuts in it and the
other pan does not. He cuts the pan with nuts
into 8 equal pieces. He cuts the pan without nuts
into 16 equal pieces.
His friends eat 2 brownies with nuts and 3
brownies without nuts.
Did they eat more of the brownies with
nuts or without nuts?
answer: ____________
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Decimal Tenths Grids Match-Up

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

Decimal Tenths Grids Match-Up

0.5
0.6
0.7

Decimal Tenths Grids Match-Up

0.8
0.9
1.0

Name________________

Practice Sheet
Use models to
show equivalent
fractions

Use Models to Find Equivalent Fractions
A fraction can have many different names. Fractions that name
the same amount are called equivalent fractions.
Example: Let’s find some fractions that are equivalent to 1 ..
3
Step 1: Draw a model to represent 1 . .
Step 2: Divide each half in half. 3
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
So, 1 .is equivalent to 2 . Both fractions name the same amount.
3
6
Step 3: Divide each part from Step 2 in half again.
So, 1 .is also equivalent to 4 , and 2 is equivalent to 4 .
12
12
6
3
Use the models below to write an equivalent fraction. You will need to
divide the parts of the second model to make an equivalent fraction.
1.

2
_
=
4

2.

3.

2
_
=
5

4.

5.

5
_
=
6

6.

2013 ©Kathleen
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3 = _
8
4 = _
6
3 = _
4

Practice Sheet

Name________________

Compare fractions
by cross
multiplying

Cross Multiply to Compare Fractions
Cross multiply denominator x numerator. (Be sure to
multiply bottom to top). Compare the products.
6x3 = 18

8x2= 16

18

>

So,

16

>

Cross multiply to compare the fractions below.
Write <, >, or = in the
.
1.

3
9

5
15

2.

2
8

3
6

3.

5
8

3
8

4.

2
6

2
4

5.

8
12

4
6

6.

3
4

8
12

7.

6
9

2
3

8.

1
5

6
10

9.

5
8

3
5

10. 2
6

4
12

11.

3
9

5
6

12.

1
4

8
12

2013 ©Kathleen
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Name: ________________________

Decimals: Tenths
Write the decimal and the fraction shown by each square.
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Adding and Subtracting

Fraction Word Problems
Name __________________________________ Date _________
!

#

$

1. A local garden contains lettuce, carrots, corn, and the
!"
!"
!"
rest radishes. How much of the garden is radishes? How much of
the garden is either corn or lettuce?
_________________________________________________
2. Your berry pie recipe calls for 5 cups of berries. You have 1
"

"

#
$

cups of raspberries, 1 cups of strawberries, and 1 cups of
$
$
blueberries. Do you have enough berries for the pie recipe? If not,
how many more cups of berries do you need?
_________________________________________________
3. Henry is hosting a party at his house, and his guests have
requested pizza. He invites four of his best friends and two new
"
friends from his class. If Henry and his friends eat slices of
&
pizza, how many pizzas should Henry order? Solve and explain your
thinking using mathematical reasoning.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________
______________________________________________
__________________________________________
© Alexandra Lapcevic

Name:

Comparing Fractions
a. Color and compare.

3
4

b. Write any fraction that is
1
less than __
.
8

5
6

c. Olivia and Hudson each have an
apple. Olivia cuts hers into halves
and eats one piece. Hudson cuts
his into quarters and eats two
pieces. Who ate more of their
apple ?

answer :_________________________
d. Color and compare.
1
__
2

e. Color and compare.

1
__
3

1
__
3

1
2

answer :___________________________

1
__
2
1
__
3

2
3

f. Use the number line to compare
the fractions below.
1 __
1 __
3 __
1 __
5 __
3 __
0 __
7 1
8 4 8 2 8 4 8

2
3

3
4

4
6

g. Sal and Jen ordered pizzas that
3 of
were the same size. Sal ate __
8
1
__
his pizza. Jen ate of her pizza.
4
Who ate more pizza ?

answer :___________________________

i.

3
8

Write any fraction that is
1
greater than __
.
2

answer :_________________________
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Read the problem. Identify the units in the answer.

Name: _____________________________________________

Here’s the equation I used to solve the problem:

_________________________________________________________

Write the answer to the problem.

Two Step Word Problems

Two Step Word Problems

#1 Johnathan made pancakes.
He had 6 plates and put 4 pancakes on each plate. Lauren
made 18 pancakes.
How many pancakes did
Johnathan and Lauren
make together?

#2 Casandra invited 10 people
to her birthday party. Three
friends could not attend. Casandra gave each party
guest 8 balloons. How
many balloons did
Casandra give away?

Two Step Word Problems

Two Step Word Problems

#3 Amber earns $4 each time
she walks her neighbor’s dog.
Amber walked the dog 6 times.
She wants to buy boxes
of markers that cost $3
each. How many boxes
of markers can she buy?

#4 Wendy has 6 sheets of stickers. Each sheet has 8 stickers. She
gave one sticker to each person
in her class. There are 25
people in her class. How
many stickers does Wendy have left?

Two Step Word Problems

Two Step Word Problems

#5 Gary practiced his trombone
for 17 minutes on Monday and 24
minutes on Tuesday. He has to
practice for 90 minutes each
week. How many more
minutes does Gary need
to practice this week?

#6 Joan baked 5 trays of cupcakes. Each tray had 10 cupcakes. At the end of the party,
there were 16 cupcakes
left. How many cupcakes did people eat at
the party?

Two Step Word Problems

Two Step Word Problems

#7 Dwight earned $6 each time
he raked the leaves. He raked
the leaves 3 times. He received
$25 for his birthday. How
much money does
Dwight have?

#8 There were 482 students at
the pep rally. 179 students were
third graders, 206 students were
fourth graders, and the
rest were fifth graders.
How many fifth graders
attended the pep rally?

Answers:
1.

42 pancakes

2.

56 balloons

3.

8 boxes of markers

4.

23 stickers

5.

49 minutes

6.

34 cupcakes

7.

$43

8.

97 fifth graders (or students)

Name: _________________________________

Decimals: Tenths
Color 8 of the 10 boxes red.

Fraction: _______

Decimal: _______

Color 3 of the 10 boxes red.

Fraction: _______

Decimal: _______

Color 1 of the 10 boxes red.

Fraction: _______

Decimal: _______

Color 9 of the 10 boxes red.

Fraction: _______

Decimal: _______

Color 6 of the 10 boxes red.

Fraction: _______

Decimal: _______
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Name:

Comparing Fractions
Shade the fraction strips to show the given fractions. Then compare each pair
of fractions using the symbol <, >, or =.
a.

1
3

1
3

1
6

1
6

b.

1
6

1
6

1
6

1
10

1
8

1
10

1
8

1
10

1
10

1
8

1
10

1
8

1
10

1
8

1
6

1
6

1
10

1
8

1
4

1
4

d.

1
12

1
12

1
10

f.

1
10

1
12

1
6

1
10

1
10

1
10

1
8

1
8
1
4

1
6

1
12
1
10

1
12

1
12

1
10

1
5
1
10

1
10

1
6

1
6

1
2

1
12

1
5

1
10

1
4

1
2

e.

1
6

1
2

1
2
1
10

c.

1
3

1
10

1
12
1
10

1
10

1
12
1
10

1
12
1
10

1
5

1
5
1
10

1
12

1
10

1
10

1
12
1
10

1
5
1
10

1
10

1
10

2
3

5
6

1
2

3
10

6
8

3
4

5
6

1
2

7
12

7
10

4
5

8
10
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